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FUTURE OF ThE SOLAR ARRAY AT ThE LANDFiLL
Town Counsel Stephen Anderson reviewed the history of the landfill
1 including the
capping issue and Home Depot proposal to build there. A certain amount of capping
occurred after the closing but it might not have been closed in accordance with MA
Department of Environmental Protection standards. DEP issued a post-closure permit,
which suggested the landfill was capped properly. The permit provided that 1) no
permanent structures on the land without DEP review; and 2) OEP has the right at any
time to rescind, modify, etc. the permit. DEP personnel have changed since the permit
was issued and may be stricter. DEP has indicated that a structure that does not
penetrate the surface is a permissible re-use of a landfill site.
The Town issued a request for proposal for the installation of solar panels on the landfill.
The Town has not yet opened the bids. A former DEP employee who works for Tighe
and Bond, one of the bidders, said DEP might raise Issues about the landfill capping and
say it never was capped correctly. The cost to cap to current standards is $4-5 million
Ms. Adachi asked what the standards were at the time it was allegedly capped. Mr.
Anderson said It was closed to standards in effect.
Ms. Harting-Barrat discussed what was dumped In our landfill until the 70’s. She did not
think a solar farm proposal would sway DEP.
Mr. Gowing asked about the return on investment it we have to cap it, and then put solar
panels on the site,
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Mr. Murray said if we open the bids, the risk is that DEP will take another look at the
capping issue. Do we take that risk or recall the bids?
Ms. Rosenzweig Morton said we could approach W.R. Grace about an Installation on
their property. She also said we could invite the Green Advisory Board into Executive
Session to discuss this issue.
Ms. Friedtichs said we need to be aware of other capital obligations in town.
Mr. Murray whether we cancel the bids or open them and proceed. The Board
discussed what direction to take, Ms. AdaGN wanted the ambiguity about the capping
ssue addressed and wanted a better sense of what DEP was hkely to do Ms
Rosenzwelg Morton asked about going to DEP to say we want to know how to handle
this and potential closure issues and can they help us. The Board agreed that the Town
should extend the bid and approach the DEP directly for further guidance.
Ms. Rosenzweig Morton Move to extend the bid and authorize a team go to DEP. Ms.
Hartlng-Barrat-- second. UNANIMOUS VOTE
—

Move to close Executive Session only to adjourn. Clerk roll call taken, All Ayes.
s. riedrichs
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second.

